A linear operator T with domain 9 ( T ) in a Hilbert space 2 is said to be accretive if for all y in g ( T ) , and maximal accretive if it is accretive and has no proper accretive extension. Operators of this general type, in which the numerical range O ( T ) = {(Tu, u): u~9 ( T ) ,
O ( T )
is restricted to lie in a half-plane, have proved very useful in applications (see [8, Sect. 71 for a partial survey, noting that T is called dissipative if -T is accretive in the above sense; see also [7, 14, 18, 231) . In applications involving differential equations a major problem is that one is usually only given a formal differential expression and a function domain o n which it gives rise to an accretive operator, and one has to prescribe a (possibly) larger domain on which the differential expression is maximal accretive. More generally, one would like to describe, explicitly, boundary conditions for all possible maximal accretive differential operators derivable from a given formal differential expression. 264 Throughout the paper we consider formal differential expressions of the form (1.3) with coefficient functions o > 0 , po # 0 a.e., and assumed to be real and Lebesgue integrable in any closed subinterval of I. The expression 7 is said to be regular on I if I is finite and closed, and the functions (2.1) are integrable on I; otherwise 7 is said to be singular. In addition, the left-hand end-point, a, of I is regular if a > -co, I is closed at a, and the functions (2.1 ) are integable on every interval [ 
v E L,Z,(I)). (2.4)
We define the maximal operator for . r in L t ( I ) , T , , to be
The minimal operator for 7 in L ; ( I ) , T 
For a later use we also need a version of the well-known Sobolev inequality: We assume throughout that ( A l ) To is an accretive operator on L:,(I), and (A2) the Dirichlet integral for T, exists (possibly as an improper integral) for y, z in 9, and forms a positive definite inner product on the maximal domain 9; this inner product is denoted by (., .) , and the corresponding norm by /I.//,. Assume further that for some c > 0, Observe that ( A l ) is a consequence of ( A 2 ) . For if u E 9 vanishes outside an interval [a, PI interior to I, (Tau, u ) = llul/L > 0. This continues to hold for U E 9 ( T o ) and hence To 3 0. In fact, To is actually symmetric here.
Observe that ( A 2 ) is clearly satisfied if, for example, p, 3 0, 0 < i < n -1 , and p , 3 EW on I, for some positive constant E.
In this case, in addition to ( A l ) and ( A 2 ) , we also assume ( A 3 ) At each singular end-point c of I, limy + D ( y , z ) ( x ) = 0, for all y, z in 9 = 9 ( T , ) .
As an immediate consequence, we have from (2.9) that the integral in (A2) exists when I = [a, h), with a a regular endpoint, and also for all J , z in 53. ( A 3 ) is satisfied if, for example, p, 3 E > 0 and p, 3 0, 1 6 r 6 n -1. For an account of the relationships between conditions of type ( A 2 ) and ( A 3 ) we refer to 1 1 3 , 161. As the coefficient functions (2.1) are real, it follows from ( A 3 ) and 1123 that the deficiency indices of To are (n, n ) if r is singular at only one endpoint of I, and To has deficiency indices (0,O) if r is singular at both endpoints of I. In the latter case, as To is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator, and hence maximal accretive by ( A l ) , the extension problem becomes trivial. Thus we may assume without loss that I = [a, b), and r is regular at a and singular at h. In this case we have from 5"l(X) [ ; where Hn is defined to be the completion of 9 with respect to the inner product (., .),. We identify P' with a subspace of X via the association where ii = ju, -T , u } E P' and li = {u, u , ( a ) , u , ( a ) } E X , the vectors u,(a) being defined by (3.5) . F o r li= { u , a , , a , } and C = { v , P I , P,) in X (with u, v E H,, and a,, pi E C " ) define a n inner product e l ( . , . ) by (3.8) where (., . ) is the usual Euclidean inner product. Then, if ii, C E P' and
Zi-fiEX, C H G E X ,
Thus the correspondence (3.7) is a one-to-one inner product preserving map of P' into X. We also have LEMMA
X is a Pontrjagin space of index n (i.e., a IT,, space).
Proof: This is a consequence of the decomposition
X = X + O Xwhere and any l i = {~r , a , p } , U E H , , , a , p~@ " can be written as l i = l i + + & -> where li = { u , i ( a + P ) , t ( a + P ) )
, (3.10) 
The strong norm on X (with respect to ( 3 . 9 ) ) is given for li = { u , a , P ) by
We show eventually that A. , the intrinsic completion of M _ , may be identified with the strong closure of M -in X. We need several lemmas; the proofs are very close to those given for Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 , and 3.5, 
By the method of [ l l , Lemma 3.61 it follows that h [ . , . ] is a closed sectorial form in Lt, [u, b ) . Also the restriction S of T I to B satisfies
on account of (3.6). S is therefore sectorial and since M -is negative, S is also accretive. To complete the proof we prove that -1 lies in the resolvent set of S.
Let f E Lf,[a, b ) have compact support, but otherwise be arbitrary. We try to solve (t + 1 ) y = f so that y E 9 ( S ) and y = y( f ) is bounded on L i r a , b). Choose w,, n + 1 6 i 6 2n, to be linearly independent solutions of 
The general solution of ( 7 
Observe that (r + 1 ) ( M f ) =.J; and that From (3.4) , y E 9 ( S ) if and only if for 1 6 id n, On substituting (3.18) into this identity we obtain = ( a , ,..., a,) T, Assurning (3.1 3) ( v , ' v , ( a ) , a ) , where U E H , , and ~E C " are arbitrary, may be written in the form for some constants a,, I d i d n, and some ti = ju, u l ( a ) , a , ) E M. We choose u E H,, so that where the numbers a, are to be determined so that li E M , i.e., so that for l , < i < n , ( a , , w , , , ( a ) ) (3.26) by (3.4) . Note that from (3.24)
Consequently, setting a
( G a ) , = -2(MJ w,) + ( w i , j ) , i = 1 ,..., n,2(u5 !+' ,I = -D(M',, u ) ( a ) +where a , = W l l ( a ) { W ,
( a ) u l ( a ) + 2C(u, w ) ) . (3.28)
On solving (3.27) for a , and substituting this and (3.25) into (3.26) we obtain, for 1 6 i 6 n, Thus, if a = ( a , ,..., a,) =, and G is the Gram matrix for {w, ,..., w , ) , we have , v ) ( a ) -( a , w,.,(a) ).
(3.29)
As G is invertible, (3.29) defines the vector a uniquely. With this value for a, and u, a , given by (3.25) and (3.28), l i e M, as required. I
We now prove THEOREM 3.9. Under the assumption (3.13), an operator T is a maximal accretive extension of To if and only if its adjoint, T*, is a restriction of T , to a domain of the form
for some functions 4") E H,, and vectors p'" E Cn, 1 < i < n, satisfying Proof: As H is a Z7,, space, all maximal positive subspaces of H have dimension n, and are generated by a set {q?(')= {q$(",@\l)(a),p'"): 
is the graph of the adjoint of a maximal accretive extension of T o , and all such extensions are found in this way.
Remark. Examples of these extensions may be constructed by a similar method to that used in the remark following [ l l , Theorem 3.91.
Once again (cf. [ l 1, Theorem 3.10]) , the realization of H given in Lemma 3.8 is not unique. The next theorem shows that any maximal subspace of X gives rise to a maximal accretive extension of T,. THEOREM Consider now the maximal positive subspace B in X generated by {d"): 1 < i < n ) . It follows from (3.37) and the linearity of h that h ( B ) c H is a positive subspace. Furthermore, by (3.37) again, h is one-to-one when restricted to a positive subspace of X. Consequently h ( B ) has dimension n and is therefore a maximal positive subspace of H. The remainder of the proof now follows that of 1 1 1 , Theorem 3.101. 1 We are now in a position to describe the maximal accretive extensions of 
Under the assuniptio~i (3.13), an operator T is a iiinsiniol extension of T o ( f and only i f iis arijoinr, T*, is o restriction of' T I to a dor71ain of rlze .form for somefuncrions 4"' E H,, and oecrors p"', q(" E
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APPENDIX
We consider here in detail the method, due to Brown and Krall [4] , by which one obtains the maximal accretive extensions of T o , given the specific form of their adjoints. The treatment follows that of [4, 5] , except for the modifications needed to handle quasi-differential expressions.
First, we consider the theory for the regular case in which the expression t is defined on a finite closed interval [a, b ] of the real axis. Let S be the restriction of T , defined by the conditions where p'", v'", q'j), p'" denote fixed vectors in C", 1 6 i6 2n, and the d'", 1 6 i 6 2n, denote given functions in H,. Assume also that 9 ( S ) is dense in L i [ a , b ] . The latter assumption simplifies the presentation somewhat, and is sufficient for our present needs, as the operators S will be closed and maximal accretive, and therefore densely defined by [25, Theorem 2.31. Our objective here is to determine the specific form of the operator S*.
Let go = .9(To) n .9(S), where . 
